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RESEARCH

The goal of  this project was to create a unique seamless pattern 
design. I designed three patterns in all, I will only focus on the design 
process for one of  the designs.

Before I began the project, I looked up examples of  mandalas. I 
wanted to mimic the intricate patterns featured in mandalas. What 
drew me to mandalas were the colors and extremely detailed patterns. 
Mandalas are usually perfectly symmetrical, so I felt taking inspiration 
from a mandala would work well for my seamless patterns.
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SKETCHES

Before I rendered my design, I did a few sketches in Procreate. I 
wanted to familiarize myself  with the program and the symmetry tool 
more. My sketches are simple and messy. I experimented with splitting 
the symmetry tool into four or six sections. The four sections were the 
easiest to use, so I used that for my final design.

I wasn’t sure what type of  pattern I wanted to use, so I just drew 
freely. I let shapes and lines happen naturally and made adjustments as 
needed. The random shapes reminded me of  flowers with the flowing 
curves and colors. After seeing this, I decided to go for a soft, almost 
feminine type of  design for my seamless pattern. 
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RENDERING

Once I had my idea, I began to draw in the app Procreate. I first 
created a custom art board that was 10 inches wide and 10 inches 
tall. In order to create a seamless pattern, I used the symmetry tool in 
Procreate. I split the symmetry tool into four sections which allowed 
me to design a perfect seamless pattern on all sides.

This increased the speed of  my workflow as well. Once the line art was 
done, I then created a new layer for the colors. I only used flat colors 
and then added clipping masks. This allowed me to change the color of  
the lines or shapes easily.

After that, I exported the finished art to Adobe Illustrator. I used the 
pattern brush settings to make the imported design into a seamless 
pattern which was then placed on a mockup.
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FIRST DESIGN
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REVISIONS

I felt that the black lines drew too much attention and did not add a nice 
contrast to the colors. I created a clipping mask to lighten the line art. I then 
changed the color to a light green. This helped brighten up the seamless 
pattern. After this, I placed the pattern on a mockup of  a skirt.

Placing the pattern on a fabric felt the most natural to me. It allows the art 
style to shine and creates a shunning look to a piece of  attire.
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FINAL DESIGN
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MOCKUP
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OTHER PATTERNS
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OTHER PATTERNS
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